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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with data structures for representing an arbitrary number of sets such 
that we can dynamically update each individual set and test whether any two sets are equal. 
Previous schemes (Yellin, 1990; Sundar and Tarjan, 1990) can support an equality testing in 
constant time and an insert or delete operation in 0(log2 m) time, where m is the number of 
insert operations performed. The space requirement is O(m log m). Note that m is an upper bound 
of n, the sum of the sizes of the sets, but maybe a loose one. When we have performed a lot 
of delete operations, having few elements left in the sets, it is natural to expect the operations 
to be performed faster. Yet existing schemes are not favored when n is much smaller than m. 
It is desirable to have a scheme whose performance is in terms of n instead of m. 
This paper presents a new scheme which is more dynamic in nature, leading to two improved 
results: (i) An insert or delete operation can be performed in O(logn) time, with the constant 
time complexity of equality testing maintained. The space requirement is O(n2 log n). (ii) The 
space requirement can be reduced to O(n log n), while the time complexity of an insert or delete 
operation increases to O(log’.’ n). @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Many well-known data structures such as the AVL tree can represent a set such that 
we can insert, delete, or query the membership of an element efficiently. However, if 
there is a collection of sets and we also want to perform equality testing of sets, these 
data structures become inadequate. This paper addresses the problem of representing 
sets to support the following operations efficiently. 
Create( ) - create a new set and return a unique set identifier; Destroy(i) - destroy 
the set with identifier i if it is empty; 
Insert(i, x) - insert the key x into the set with identifier i; Delete(i,x) - delete the 
key x from the set with identifier i; 
Member(i,x) - return true if the set with identifier i contains the key X, and false 
otherwise; 
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l Equal(i, j) - return true if the sets with identifiers i and j contain the same set of 
keys, and false otherwise. 
As with previous work, we assume keys are chosen from an ordered universe. The 
time complexity of each operation is measured in terms of m, the number of insert 
operations performed starting from an empty configuration, or even better, n, the sum 
of the sizes of the sets when the operation is performed. 
Suppose we represent each set individually by an AVL tree. Membership query 
can be performed in O(logn) worst-case time, but set equality testing may require 
linear time. In the following our primary concern is about the representation of the 
relationship between the sets rather than individual sets; we focus on the update and 
equality-testing operations. 
The first non-trivial solution to the problem was given by Sassa and Goto [4] in the 
1970s. Their solution can perform an equality testing in 0( 1) time, but it requires O(n) 
time for an insert or delete operation. A few years later, several researchers succeeded 
in making use of randomization to improve the linear time complexity. Wegman and 
Carter [6] devised a randomized solution based on hashing - every operation can be 
done in 0( 1) time, but set equality testing may fail with small probability. Pugh and Ti- 
etelbaum [3] showed another andomized scheme which never errs. It only supports an 
equality testing in 0( 1) time. An insert or delete operation requires O(log n) expected 
time (but O(n) in the worst case). The space requirement of this scheme is O(n log n). 
Solution that can support he update operation in polylogarithmic worst-case time was 
not known until the 1990s. Yellin [8] is the first to devise a scheme that supports an 
equality testing in 0( 1) time and an insert or delete operation in 0(log2 m) worst-case 
time, where m is the number of insert operations that have been performed starting 
from an empty configuration. Sundar and Tatjan [5] gave another scheme requiring 
O(logm) amortized time per operation but still O(log2 m) time in the worst case. With 
regard to the space complexity, these recent schemes [8,5] both require O(m log m) 
space. Note that the sizes of the sets (i.e. n) is not reflected in the performance of 
these recent schemes [8,5]. In other words, even if there are very few elements left in 
the sets after we have performed a large number of insert and delete operations, these 
schemes do not perform more efficiently. 
In this paper we devise a new scheme which is more dynamic in nature and can take 
advantage of a decrease in the sizes of the sets after a number of delete operations. 
Our scheme allows two different implementations, leading to two improved results: 
(i) Each insert or delete operation can be performed in O(log n) worst-case time and 
an equality testing in 0( 1) time; the space requirement is O(n2 log n). (ii) The space 
requirement can be reduced to O(n log n), while the time complexity of the insert and 
delete operations increases only to O(log’.’ n). 
Our scheme is based on the work in [8]. In particular, we note that the partition 
tree, the main data structure used in [8], has a simple and efficient implementation if 
the maximum number of sets is fixed in advance. But in reality we may not have an 
upper bound on the number of sets and such a “static” partition tree will soon be found 
inadequate as more and more sets are created. A natural way to remedy this situation 
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would be to reconstruct a new partition tree after a certain number of operations so 
that it adapts to the sets currently maintained. This is, of course, not acceptable as the 
reconstruction process would require at least linear time. The most innovative idea in 
this paper is that a new partition tree can be constructed incrementally over a period 
during which we process a sequence of operations using the old partition tree. The 
time complexity of each individual operation is guaranteed not to be affected by the 
periodic reconstruction of the partition tree. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is about some as- 
sumptions used in this paper. Section 3 highlights the implementation of a “static” 
partition tree. Section 4 gives the details of the periodic reconstruction of the partition 
tree and establishes the result (i). Section 5 shows that the q-fast tries [7] can be used 
to improve the space complexity and achieves the result (ii). To ease our discussion, 
throughout Sections 3-5, we assume that no set destruction is involved and all the sets 
created are assigned consecutive integer identifiers starting from 1. Finally, Section 6 
shows how to handle the set destruction operation using the periodic reconstruction 
scheme of Section 4. 
2. Preliminaries 
Initially, we do not have any set. After processing a sequence of operations, we 
may have kept some empty sets in our data structures. Interestingly, when there are 
too many empty sets, the value of n (i.e. the sum of the sizes of the sets) may be much 
smaller than the number of sets and fails to capture the actual size of the problem. To 
avoid such anomaly, we assume every set contains a dummy key and never becomes 
empty; thus, n is always an upper bound of the number of sets (an alternative is to 
define n to be the sum of the sizes of the sets plus the number of sets; but this would 
make our discussion more complicated, though the results in this paper are still valid). 
Such an assumption is enforced as follows. Whenever a new set is created, we assume 
there is an extra insert operation to put a dummy key into the set and the size of the 
set becomes one. Thus, a set creation operation will be treated as an update operation. 
Note that adding a dummy key to every set does not affect the result of set equality 
testing. To handle the set destruction operation, we first ensure that the set contains 
only the dummy key, then delete the dummy key and remove the set. 
In the following we assume that the entries of any array can be initialized “conceptu- 
ally” to a certain value in constant time. This can be achieved by using an algorithmic 
trick in [l]. See Appendix A for details. 
3. Implementation of the static partition tree 
We first review the framework of a data structure called the partition tree [8]. Then 
we consider a special case in which the maximum number of sets is fixed in advance, 
and give a simple implementation of the partition tree to support an insert or delete 
operation in O(log m) time and set equality testing in 0( 1) time, where m is the 
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Fig. 1. A partition tree with X = {a, b,c,d,e,f,g}. At each node, S is partitioned into several classes. 
Note that the way S is partitioned at a node is related to that at its children, e.g. 
a1=82n~0, Q=PI~Y~, a3=82nn, CLq=Bonyl. 
number of insert operations performed. Unlike Yellin’s work, our implementation can 
avoid using persistent data structures which are fairly complicated to implement. 
Consider 9’ to be a collection of sets, S1, ~5,. . . , Sk; suppose the union of the keys 
of these sets is X = {x1,x2,. . , xl}. A partition tree T for 9’ is an almost complete 
binary tree in which every node stores a different partition of 3 T has 1 leaves, each 
at a depth of either [log Zl or [log 11 + 1 from the root, corresponding to a distinct key 
in X. At a node CI of T, 9 is partitioned into at most k classes as follows: Let L(a) 
denote the set of keys associated with the leaves of the subtree of T rooted at ~1. For 
any sets Si,Sj E 9, they are put in the same class w.r.t. c( if and only if they contain 
the same set of keys over L(a) (i.e. Si n L(a) = Sj n L(a)). 
Sets having empty intersection with L(a) are all put in the same class. This class, 
perhaps empty, is always labeled with 0. Other classes are labeled with integers chosen 
from {1,2,..., k}. A class labeled with an integer Y is referred to as ~1,. Fig. 1 shows 
an example. 
For any internal node cx of T, let Left(a) and Right(a) be the left and right child 
of c(, respectively. Any sets Si and Si are in the same class w.r.t. a if and only if Si 
and Sj are in the same class w.r.t. both Left(a) and Right(a). In other words, if the 
children of IX have two classes Le$(cr), and Right(cc), such that Left(a), flRight(~l)~ 
is non-empty, there must exist a class CI,. at CI such that a, = Left(a), n Right(a),. 
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3.1. Data structures and algorithms 
Assuming that the number of sets is fixed in advance not to exceed a constant d, we 
can implement the partition tree to support the operations Insert(i,x) and Delete(i,x) 
in O(logm) time. 
Every node c( of T is associated with two arrays Class,[l..d] and Count,[l..d]. Let 
k ( dd) denote the number of sets created so far. For any 1 <i Qk, CZass,[i] = r if Si 
belongs to the class c(~. For any non-empty class a,, Count,[r] stores the number of 
sets in ~1,. Other entries in these two arrays contain the value zero. 
An internal node c( has additional data structures. Intersect,[O..d,O..d] is a table 
storing the relationship between the classes of M. and the classes of its children. For 
any indices p, q dk, Intersect,[p, q] = r if either p = q = r = 0, or ct, is a non-empty 
class at c( such that u, =Left(a), nRight(t~)~; otherwise, Intersect,[p,q] is said to be 
undefined. Note that at most k + 1 entries in Intersect, are well defined. We also need 
a stack to recycle the labels of those classes CI, whose sets have all been moved away 
(i.e. Count,[r] has been decremented to zero). Using this stack, we will never assign 
a new class label exceeding the current number of sets. 
Denote Root(T) the root of T. Two sets Si and Sj are equal if and only if CZassRoor(T) 
[i] = ClassR,,,,(&]; thus, equality testing can be done in constant time. To create a new 
set, we simply use k + 1 as the next set identifier. Note that the new set is empty and 
at each node tx of T, Class,[k + l] stores correctly the default value zero. Then we 
proceed with the extra insert operation to add the dummy key into this set. 
Next, we illustrate how to update the partition tree due to an insert operation. For 
simplicity, we only consider the case that does not involve a new key. The details of 
handling the general case can be found in Appendix B. 
Suppose we want to execute the operation Insert(i,x) where 1 < i <k and x refers 
to a leaf c( of T. For any node o of T, if L(a) does not contain x, the partitioning 
of sets at o remains the same after Insert(i,x) is processed. Only those nodes on the 
path from CI to the root of T are to be updated. The following shows that each of such 
nodes can be updated in constant time; thus, Insert(i,x) costs O(log I) time, where I 
is the number of the leaves in T. 
Basis: The leaf c( has at most two non-empty classes: aa contains the sets in which x 
is absent and al contains the others. Insert(i,x) causes the set Si to move from 010 to CLI. 
Inductive step: Suppose we have updated a node /I on the path from CI to Root(T) 
and have moved Si from a class &, to another class &. Let y and v be, respectively, 
the parent and sibling of /I (see Fig. 2). Without loss of generality, we assume that 
/I is the left child of y. Let r = CZass,[i] and let t = CZass,,[i]. That is, just before 
Insert(i,x) is executed, Si was in the classes yr and pi. As mentioned earlier, Si should 
remain in the class /Ii. Yet, w.r.t. y, Si should move from yI to another class ys such 
that ys = /Iq n/3:. It remains to show how the index s can be determined efficiently. 
If Intersect,[q, t] is not undefined (i.e. & and /I: had sets in common before), we 
let s = Zntersect,[q, t]; otherwise, we let s > 1 be a label of an empty class of y. The 
updating of y due to Insert(i,x) takes only constant time. 
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Fig. 2 
Delete(i,x) can be processed in a similar fashion using O(log I) time. Note that when 
a key x no longer belongs to any set, it still remains in the partition tree. 
4. Dynamic adaptation of partition trees 
Suppose we have built a partition tree T in which the data structures Class, Count, 
and Intersect are implemented by fixed-size arrays of dimension d. At any time, as 
long as no more than d sets have been created, the partition tree can support an insert 
or delete operation in O(log I) time and an equality testing in 0( 1) time, where 1 is 
the current number of leaves in the partition tree. However, after a sequence of insert 
and delete operations, it is possible that some of the keys stored in the leaves of T 
no longer belong to any set and, at the worst, the sum of the sizes of the sets (i.e. n) 
is much smaller than 1. In other words, T cannot guarantee O(logn)-time performance 
for an update operation. If we simply restructure or rebuild the partition tree every 
time a key is found to be redundant, it takes at least linear time. 
We do not want to impose an upper bound on the number of sets. When the current 
number of sets is approaching d, we need another partition tree with “bigger” arrays 
at each node in order to make room for the new sets. If we rebuild the partition tree 
when the (d + 1)th set is created or the first time a key is inserted into the (d + 1)th 
set, it also requires at least linear time. 
In the rest of this section, we show a scheme in which the partition tree can evolve 
gradually according to the sequence of operations. We attempt to maintain two partition 
trees To and Tl at the same time. Intuitively, TO is used for processing the coming 
operations over a certain period. We ensure that within that period, TO will not have 
too many redundant leaves (i.e. 1= Q(n)) and it will have room to accommodate new 
sets. Using TO, set equality testing can be done in 0( 1) time and each insert or delete 
operation O(logn) time. At the end of the period, TO may have deteriorated so much 
that it can no longer guarantee the required performance. Fortunately, Tl, which is 
actually built starting from scratch during the period, is in a much better shape now 
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and can be used to serve the coming operations over the next period. In other words, 
ri will take over the role of To in the next period, during which another Tl is built. 
The most non-trivial part of our scheme is about the way of spreading the construc- 
tion of Tl over a sequence of operations, while maintaining the time complexity of an 
update or equality-testing operation same as before. 
Before proceeding further, we define two more notations. (a) a partition tree T is 
said to be of dimension d if the arrays associated with each node of T are of dimension 
d; (b) T is also said to be of width 1 if it has I leaves. 
4.1. Building a new partition tree periodically 
In this section we explain how a period is defined, what the requirements for a par- 
tition tree are in order to serve efficiently all operations in a period, and how a new 
partition tree is built within the period. 
Suppose that, at time to (which marks the beginning of a period), the current collec- 
tion of sets, denoted by 9, has a sum of sizes equal to no, and we have already built 
a partition tree TO for 9, whose dimension is ino (or more) and width O(no). The fol- 
lowing lemma shows that TO can serve efficiently any sequence of coming operations, 
R, that contains {no update operations. Denote tt as the time when all operations in R 
have been performed (intuitively, tl marks the end of the period starting from to). 
Lemma 1. Using TO, we can execute an insert or delete operation of R in O(logn) 
time and an equality testing in 0( 1) time, where n is the sum of the sizes of the sets 
when the operation is executed. 
Proof. As R contains ino update operations, at most ino sets can be created. In the 
course of processing R, we need to represent at most no + ino (= $no) sets. As the 
dimension of TO is at least ino, it has no problem to accommodate all these sets. 
R contains at most ino insert operations; at most ino new keys are inserted into TO. 
The width of TO is always upper bounded by O(no). Using the algorithm described in 
Section 3, we can execute each insert or delete operation in O(logno) time and each 
set equality-testing 0( 1) time. 
It remains to show that log no = @(log n). At any time during the processing of R, 
the sum of the sizes of the sets (i.e. n) cannot increase or decrease by more than ino; 
thus, we have 
inoGnd5no 
and log no = @(log n). 0 
Let 9’ denote the collection of sets at time tl, and let ni be the sum of the sizes 
of the sets in 9’. As explained earlier, we have ino <nl< ino, 
Below, we show that while R is processed, we can gradually build another partition 
tree Tl for Y’ of dimension at least snl and width at most O(nl ). More precisely, 
the construction of Tl is divided into ino phases, each requires O(lognc) time. One 
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phase of construction is carried out immediately after an update operation of R has 
been performed on TO. In other words, when all update operations of R have been 
performed, the construction of T, is complete. 
We call the first ina phases Stage 1 and the remaining phases Stage 2. Stage 1 aims 
at building a partition tree Tl of dimension $no and width at most no to represent 9, 
while in Stage 2, we apply the update operations of R to T, so that T, eventually 
becomes a partition tree for 9’. 
R . . 
4 Stage 1 
Stage 2 
. 
d n, update ops. 
I I * 
time 
in, update ops. 
9’ 
Before giving the details of constructing T,, we need to introduce two extra data 
structures. A queue Q is initialized to empty when we start to process the operations 
of R. Every time an update operation has been processed using TO, we store the op- 
eration in Q. Also, we assume that before we start to process the operations of R, an 
AVL tree has been built for each set of 9, representing the keys of that set. Let G 
denote the collection of these AVL trees. G will remain intact during Stage 1, but will 
get updated during Stage 2 so that it will represent 9’ by the end of Stage 2. 
Stage 1: We start with an empty partition tree Tl of dimension $nc. In each of the 
ina phases, we pick four keys from some AVL trees of G and use the algorithms of 
Section 3 to update T, as if these four keys are inserted into the corresponding sets. 
The AVL trees in G are not altered in Stage 1 and they store a total of exactly no 
keys. At the end of Stage 1, all keys in G have been inserted into Tl, which becomes 
a partition tree for Y of dimension $nc and width at most no. 
Stage 2: In each of the ino phases, we remove two update operations from Q and 
update Tl in respect of these two operations. Also, we update the corresponding AVL 
trees in G. New AVL trees may be created. 
At the end of Stage 2, Q is empty and we have updated Tl with all update operations 
of R. TI is now a partition tree for 9’ of dimension $no and width at most no + ino. 
Since ino <ni < ina, the dimension of Tl is at least in, and the width of T, is at 
most 3ni. 
In summary, for each update operation of R, it takes O(log n) time to serve the 
operation using TO as well as to execute a phase of constructing T,. A set equality 
testing does not induce any work on Tt and can be done in 0( 1) time. 
4.2. The evolution of partition trees 
The technique developed in Section 4.1 can be used repeatedly to adapt the partition 
tree to handle any sequence of operations in which the maximum number of sets is 
not known in advance. 
Let no be any fixed constant. Without loss of generality, assume that we start off 
with a collection of sets, 9, with a sum of sizes equal to ~0. (We use a brute force 
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method to handle the case where the sum of sizes is less than no.) We first construct 
a partition tree Z’s for Y, of dimension $ns and width at most no. This construction 
requires constant time only. 
Conceptually, the first period comprises all coming operations up to the (;ns)th 
update operation. During this period, we use TO to perform each operation in the 
required time bound, and we build another partition tree TI as described in Section 4.1. 
Let 9’ be the collection of sets after we have performed all operations in the first 
period; let ni denote the sum of the sizes of the sets in 9”. Note that Tl is built to 
represent Y’, its dimension is at least ini and width at most 3nl. 
At the end of the first period, TO is no longer useful and can be discarded. Tl now 
takes over the role of TO to serve the operations in the second period, which spans 
over the next in1 update operations. Again, during the period we build another partition 
tree T,. It is easy to see that as long as we keep on building and discarding partition 
trees, every update operation requires O(logn) time and set equality testing O(1) time. 
Space complexity: At any time t there are two partition trees TO and Tl kept in the 
memory. We are going to show that they occupy O(n* logn) space, where n is the sum 
of sizes of the sets at time t. Suppose that the period that covers t starts at time to. 
Let no be the sum of the sizes of the sets at to. As mentioned before, ino bn d ino. 
We first analyze the space requirement of Tl at time t. Let d (= $no) be the di- 
mension of Tl . At each node of T,, the space required by the data structures Class 
and Count is O(d). Since at most gno keys have been inserted into Tl, the number of 
nodes in T, is O(Q). Summing over all nodes, the data structures Class and Count 
occupy O(dno) (i.e. O(ni)) space. For the data structure Intersect of each internal 
node, we implement it as an array of arrays instead of a two-dimensional array. When 
a node a is first created, Intersect, is represented by a single array of dimension d 
storing null pointers. The ith entry in this array may later store a pointer to an array 
(of dimension d) representing the ith row of Intersecta, but this array will not be al- 
located until Zntersect,[i,j] has been accessed for some j. In the course of performing 
an update operation on Tl, we access Intersect, only if a is a node on a particular 
path from a leaf to the root, and such access is limited to a constant number of entries 
of Zntersect,. The extra space allocated to Intersect, is O(d). The height of T1 is 
O(logns). Thus, the total extra space allocated to TI due to an update operation is 
O(d log no). At time t we have applied at most ino update operations to Tl. The total 
space allocated to the data structures Intersect, over all nodes tl of Tl is O(dno log no), 
i.e. 0( n* log n). 
It is easy to show that TO, which is indeed equal to “Tl” just before to, occupies 
O(ni log no) space at to. Since then, we perform at most ino update operations on TO. 
Thus, TO also uses 0(n2 logn) space. 
5. Trading time for space 
The arrays Class, Count,Zntersect associated with the nodes of the partition tree are 
usually sparse; we will show that at any time the total number of useful entries in all 
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these arrays is O(n log n). Thus, replacing these arrays with some space-economy data 
structures, such as the q-fast tries of Willard [7], we can reduce the space complexity 
of the partition tree to O(n logn), but an insert or delete operation would require 
O(log1.5 n) (instead of O(logn)) time. 
The q-fast trie: A q-fast trie is a data structure for organizing records indexed by 
distinct integers chosen from a pre-defined universe [ l..M]. It supports the dictionary 
operations (i.e. member, insert, and delete) in O(m) time and occupies O(N) 
space, where N is the number of records currently in the trie. 
Simulating an array by a q-fast trie: Consider an array A[l..M] to have an initial 
value zero in every entry. We can simulate A by building a q-fast trie Q, whose indices 
are chosen from [l..M], to keep track of all entries of A ever accessed, i.e. if A[i] has 
been accessed, Q contains a record indexed by i, storing the value of A[i]. When we 
want to access A[i] for any i in [l..M], we search Q for the record with index i. The 
matched record stores the value of A[i]; in case the search fails, A[i] is regarded to 
contain the value zero and we insert a new record into Q with index i. An access to 
A can be processed in 0( $og%) time. If L entries of A have ever been accessed, Q 
occupies only O(L) space; this is favorable when L is much less than M. 
To have a space-economy implementation of the partition tree, we simply use q-fast 
tries instead of arrays at every node. For a partition tree of dimension d, the arrays 
Class and Count at each node, which are of size d, are simulated by two q-fast tries 
with indices chosen from [ l..d], and the array Intersect, of size d xd, is simulated 
by a q-fast trie with indices chosen from [l..d2]. An access to an entry in Class or 
Count requires O(m) time and Intersect 0( dm) (i.e. O(m)) time. With 
respect of the periodic reconstruction scheme described in Section 4, at any time we 
maintain two partition trees To and ri both of dimension O(n), where n is the sum 
of the sizes of the sets. Incorporating the q-fast tries into this scheme, an access to an 
entry of Class, Count or Intersect of the partition tree takes O(e) time instead 
of 0( 1) time, and an insert or delete operation requires O(log’.’ n) time. 
Next, we analyze the space requirement for maintaining two trie-based partition trees 
7’0 and T, according to the scheme in Section 4. At any time t, let n be the sum of 
the sizes of the sets. Let no be the sum of the sizes of the sets at the beginning of the 
period covering t. As mentioned in Section 4, ~no<n<~no. We will only show that 
Tj at time t requires O(n logn) space. Then, it will follow that the space requirement 
for TO is also O(n logn) (the argument is similar to that in Section 4.2). Tl is empty 
at the beginning of the current period. We have performed at most $no insert or 
delete operations on TI ; the number of nodes in T1 is at most ino and the height is 
O(log no). In the course of performing an insert or delete operation on Tl , the update 
of T1 is restricted to the nodes on a path from a leaf to the root, and we only need to 
access a constant number of entries of the data structures Class, Count, and Intersect 
associated with each such node. Thus, throughout all the ino update operations, we 
access only O(no log no) entries over all the data structures Class, Count, and Intersect 
of T,. As Class, Count and Intersect are indeed q-fast tries, the total space occupied 
by Tl is O(no log no), i.e. O(n log n). 
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To have 0( 1) time set equality testing, we must be able to access an entry of CZuss 
at the root of the partition tree in 0( 1) time. Thus, we use an array (instead of a q-fast 
trie) to implement CZuss at the root. Note that the space complexity is still O(n log n) 
as there is only one such array in the partition tree. 
In summary, incorporating the q-fast tries into the scheme of Section 4 reduces the 
space requirement to O(n log n), and the scheme still supports set equality testing in 
constant time and an update operation in O(log’.’ n) time. 
6. Remark on set destruction 
Below we sketch the modification to our scheme to support the destruction operation 
for empty sets. In the previous discussion, we assume that the sets created are assigned 
consecutive integer identifiers starting from 1. If k sets have been created, the next set 
will receive the integer k + 1 as its identifier. To perform a destruction operation for 
a set, we may simply mark the set as destroyed. However, the space complexity of the 
array-based partition tree, as well as the time complexity of the trie-based one, depends 
on the value of the largest set identifier. After a large number of set destructions have 
been performed, the largest set identifier may be much larger than the number of 
“unmarked” set identifiers, or even the sizes of the sets specified by these identifiers; 
thus, the performance of the partition tree can no longer be maintained. We must 
occasionally compact the identifiers of “unmarked” sets to consecutive integers starting 
from 1 and re-assign the “unmarked” sets smaller identifiers. To make such identifier 
re-assignment possible, when a new set is created, we return a pointer to a record 
containing an integer identifier instead of the identifier itself. The re-assignment of set 
identifiers is actually done during every periodic reconstruction of the partition tree. 
With respect of the scheme described in Section 4, at the beginning of a period, say, 
time to, Ti is an empty partition tree; during Stage 1, Ti is built to represent the 
collection of “unmarked” sets at to, which are re-assigned new identifiers in a compact 
manner. From the point of view of Ti, sets destroyed in the current period will only 
be marked. Nevertheless, the number of set destruction operations performed in this 
period is bounded by no/2, where no is the sum of the sizes of the “unmarked’ sets 
at to. The identifiers associated with these destroyed sets will be released once we get 
into next period to build another Ti. 
Appendix A. Constant time initialization of an array 
An array B can be initialized in constant time as follows: Allocate two extra arrays 
Ai and A2 both of size same as B. Let Top be a counter of the number of distinct 
indices that have been used to access B. We maintain the invariant that an entry B[i] 
has ever been accessed if and only if Al[i] < Top and A2[Al[i]] = i. Thus, we can 
verify in constant time whether the content of any entry B[i] is garbage. The first 
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time an entry B[i] is accessed (i.e. Al[i]> Top or A2[Al[i]] # i), we treat B[i] as if it 
contains the default initial value and we execute the following steps: Top t Top + 1; 
Al[i] + Top; A2[Top] t i. 
Appendix B. Adding a new leaf to the partition tree 
Consider the operation Insert(i,x) where x is a key not found in any leaf of T. In 
the following, we only show how to add a leaf into T for x in 0( 1) time. Insert(i,x) 
can then be performed in a way as described in Section 3.1. Unlike Yellin’s work [8], 
we avoid using persistent data structures when we add a new leaf into the partition 
tree. This makes our solution simpler. 
To add a new leaf M for x, we first select a leaf p with the smallest depth in the 
partition tree T. Let y be the parent of /?. We create two new nodes p and c( such that CI 
is a leaf containing the key x and p is an internal node occupying the current position 
of /?. Note that p and c( become the left child and the right child of p, respectively; 
see Fig. 3. At this point, all the sets in Y (including Si) does not contain x; adding 
a leaf for x into T does not affect the partitioning of the sets and the data structures in 
every existing node of T. It remains to set up the data structures for p and c( before 
we process Insert(i,x). 
With respect to c( all sets should be in class as. The arrays Class,[l..d] and Count, 
[l..d] are allocated with all entries initialized to 0. On the other hand, we observe that 
w.r.t. /I the sets are partitioned into at most two classes /?o and /?I, while w.r.t. CI all 
sets are in the same class CIO. Thus, the way sets are partitioned w.r.t. p is exactly 
the same as p. At most two entries in the array Intersect,, namely Zntersectp[O,O] 
and Zntersect,[ 1,01, are well defined. We allocate the array Intersect, with all entries 
initialized to be “undefined”, and assign Zntersect,[O, 0] = 0; Zntersect,[l, 0] = 1 if j3r 
is non-empty. The initialization of Count,, is also trivial. The only data structure that 
causes trouble is Class,. CZuss,[i] should be equal to CZuss,[i] for all 1 <i < k, yet 
copying Classg to Class, may cost O(k) time. As to be explained below, there is 
indeed a way to avoid the brute-force copying and the time required is a constant not 
depending on k. 
Instead of copying Cluss~[l..d] to Class,[l . . . d] directly, we keep a pointer W, at 
p pointing to j. W, will be kept unchanged in the future. When the array Class, is 
Y k B * 
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Fig. 3. 
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allocated, every entry Class,[i] is initialized with a special symbol “useless” to indicate 
that the actual content of Class,[i] is stored in Classg[i]. 
In general, whenever we access CZass,[i] of an internal node r, we must first check 
whether CZass,[i] = “useless”. If so, let o = W, and copy the value stored in CZass,[i] 
to CZass,[i]. Note that CZass,[i] is no longer “useless”. On the other hand, for a leaf 1, 
the pointer WA does not exist and CZassn[i] never contains the “useless” symbol. If T 
contains 1 leaves, it is possible that up to [log 11 internal nodes of T, each of which 
is an ancestor of 2, have their pointers pointing to 1. When we want to alter the value 
in CZassn[i], we must first copy the old value to each CZass,[i], where z is an ancestor 
of 2 with W, = I and CZass,[i] = “useless”. 
In summary, adding a leaf into T for a new key costs only 0( 1) time but at the 
expense of complicating the access to the array Class at each node of T. Although 
accessing an entry in the array Class of an internal node can still be done in 0( 1) time, 
it requires O(log I) time to access an entry in the array Class of a leaf. Fortunately, 
when we actually process an Insert or Delete, we alter only one entry in the array CZass 
of one leaf. Thus, the time required to process an Insert or Delete is still O(log 2). 
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